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Another model born from the wishes of our customers, is our new 42’ model. We proudly introduce the newest 

member of our fleet, the 42’ Cruiser. Made for the relaxed fisherman, our 42’ Cruiser is the ultimate vessel for a 

calm voyage out on the sea. 

 

Providing a luxurious experience for your guests with comfort and convenience in mind. The 42’ Cruiser offers a 

walk-around platform with a railing for easy accessibility throughout the vessel along with port and starboard 

doors leading in and out the helm area. The cruiser offers two helm stations, one inside and one above in the 

flybridge area—offering further visibility, an additional steering station and ample space for extra additional 

seating for your guests!  The elevated views and comfortable seating contribute to the overall boating 

experience. Any captain will feel comfortable steering this vessel.  

 

The interior layout has been crafted to maximize its’ total space. The salon is fully equipped with a full-sized 

refrigerator, stove top, sink, microwave, Corian countertops, warm-wood teak cabinetry and plenty of storage 

for all of your necessities. In addition, the salon offers a sizeable sofa, pop-up TV, air-conditioning and heat, all 

necessary for those long cruising days. Down below the cabin offers two nicely appointed staterooms with 

maximized storage. Adjoining the staterooms is a roomy head with a full shower enclosure.  

 

Outside in the cockpit area, enjoy the ultimate entertainment experience—Including a grill, refrigerator, sink 

and L-shape seating! Relax, Unwind, Sip on cocktails in the cockpit and smell those burgers cookin’. The cockpit 

still allows plenty of room for your big catch of the day and easy reeling with a molded in transom door, two 

large fish boxes and a live well.  

 

Each and every Henriques hull is hand-laid fiberglass proving its’ seaworthy hull over and over again. In 

addition, the cockpit, deck and cabin are one hand laid fiberglass piece, creating one strong and solid vessel.  

This safeguards the boat against any unpleasant encounters on the water. All layouts are custom built and 

designed to accommodate customer needs.  The first of its’ kind is powered with two John Deere engines @ 

400 HP. 

 

The launch of this strong and stunning vessel will be in April 2018.  

 

Stay tuned.  

 
 
All vessels made by Henriques Yachts, Inc. are manufactured in Bayville, New Jersey. Models range from 28 - 50 feet in sportfisherman, 

express, express hardtop and express hardtop bridge styles. For more information, please visit our website www.henriquesyachts.com 


